
The open-loop ontrol of MEMS: Modeling and experimentalresultsKatie M. Morzinski*a,b, Kennet B. W. Harps�ea,b, Don T. Gavela,b, S. Mark Ammonsa,ba National Siene Foundation Center for Adaptive Optisb UCO/Lik Observatory and the Laboratory for Adaptive Optis, University of California,1156 High St., Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USAABSTRACTAs adaptive optis (AO) tehnology progresses, both wide-�eld and high-order wavefront orretion systems be-ome reahable. Deformable mirrors (DMs) in these advaned arhitetures must exhibit exemplary performaneto give low wavefront error. Suh DMs must be eonomially attainable, meet stroke as well as atness require-ments, and show stable and repeatable atuation. Miro-eletrial mehanial systems (MEMS) deformablemirrors, undergoing testing and haraterization in the Laboratory for Adaptive Optis (LAO) at the Universityof California at Santa Cruz, show promise on these fronts. In addition to requiring advaned deformable mirrortehnology, these progressive AO arhitetures require advaned DM ontrol algorithms. We therefore presenta formulation for aurate open-loop ontrol of MEMS deformable mirrors. The eletrostati atuators in adisrete-atuator MEMS devie are attahed via posts to a thin reetive top plate. The plate itself an bewell-modeled by the thin plate equation. The atuators, although nonlinear in their response to applied voltageand deformation, are independent of eah other exept through fores transmitted by the top plate and an beempirially modeled via a alibration proedure we will desribe. In this paper we present the modeling andlaboratory results. So far in the lab we have ahieved open loop ontrol to �15 nm auray in response to arbi-trary ommands of �500 nm amplitude. Open-loop ontrol enables a wealth of new appliations for astronomialadaptive optis instruments, partiularly in multi-objet integral �eld spetrosopy, whih we will desribe.Keywords: Open-loop ontrol; MEMS; deformable mirrors; adaptive optis1. INTRODUCTIONThe advent of adaptive optis (AO) in astronomy has pioneered a new frontier of observation inluding resolutionof Saturn's rings from Earth, disovery of brown dwarfs around nearby stars, massing of the ompat objet atour galaxy's enter via stellar dynamis, and detetion of galaxy merger remnants. Meanwhile, optometrists areusing AO in vision siene for retinal imaging to determine the origin of vision defets suh as olorblindness. Inimaging without applying AO, point soures are blurred not only by the di�ration limit but also by aberrationsdue to turbulene or other system imperfetions. Employing AO ompensates for the e�ets of suh aberrationsand hene enables these hallenging observations to be made.The main omponents of an AO system are the wavefront sensor, the ontrol omputer, and the deformablemirror (DM). The ontrol omputer takes input from the wavefront sensor and alulates what signal to sendto the DM to reate the desired phase. The DM then attens the inoming wavefront by forming the givenompensatory shape. Adaptive optis systems an be operated in either losed-loop or open-loop. In losed-loop, the wavefront sensor is loated downstream of the deformable mirror and diretly views, in real time, thee�et of the DM orretion on the wavefront. In open-loop, on the other hand, the wavefront sensor is blind tothe deformable mirror and therefore requires a reliable, repeatable, well-modeled, and hene well-ontrolled DM.*Contat: ktmorz�uolik.org; tel +1 831 459-1949; fax +1 831 459-5265



1.1. Open-loop AOThe open-loop AO requirement of having a well-ontrolled DM has brought miro-eletrial mehanial systems(MEMS) tehnology to the fore. Deformable mirrors onsisting of MEMS atuators have been shown to providestable and repeatable atuation at the sub-nanometer level.1 Other bene�ts of MEMS DMs inlude their ompatsize, high atuator ount, and aessible ost. This is in ontrast to onventional piezo-eletri DMs that mustbe operated in losed-loop due to hysteresis e�ets, and that are larger and more expensive per atuator thanMEMS DMs. Furthermore, not only are MEMS DMs useful in open-loop AO, but using a well-modeled DMin losed-loop an redue bandwidth error and even improve dual-mirror (i.e. "woofer/tweeter") algorithms bygiving a known DM �t.1.2. MEMS modeling for open-loop AOIn order to reap the bene�ts of utilizing a well-ontrolled MEMS DM, a model must be onstruted of howthe MEMS surfae deforms with response to an input signal of voltages. The goal is to alulate the neessaryvoltage signal to send to the MEMS, given a desired DM surfae shape. To ahieve open-loop ontrol, a DMmodel must be aurate and omputationally fast. The residual error after applying the phase to the MEMSmust be low beause, with only a single iteration, the DM �tting error will inlude the residual from the DMshape appliation. The model must also be omputationally inexpensive, to be done in real-time. This meansthe alulations must proeed in less than about 1 ms.Previous work modeling MEMS DMs inludes that done by T. Bifano et al. at Boston University who beganwith a numerial model using �nite di�erening2 and who are now working with a primarily empirial model toahieve residual errors after one iteration of about 200 nm rms,3 and C. Vogel et al. at Montana State University,who are working with a primarily mathematial model.4 At the Laboratory for Adaptive Optis (LAO) at theUniversity of California at Santa Cruz, we are also modeling our Boston Miromahines MEMS devies. Ourmodel di�ers from the two noted above in that we ombine mathematial modeling of the mirror surfae withempirial measurements of the atuator fores to a high degree of auray. The MEMS model developed at theLAO has thus far reprodued arbitrary shapes of peak-valley amplitude �500 nm with residual errors of about15 nm rms. In this paper the model is introdued, the alibration proedures are desribed, and the results ofseveral open-loop trial runs are presented.2. MEMS DEFORMABLE MIRRORSAt the LAO, MEMS devies reeived from Boston Miromahines Corporation are being haraterized and testedfor their performane in astronomial adaptive optis.5 These MEMS studies are in support of next-generationAO tehnologies inluding extreme adaptive optis6 (i.e. for the Gemini Planet Imager7) and multi-objetadaptive optis8 (i.e. for appliations inluding the Thirty Meter Telesope9). The urrent status of BostonMiromahines MEMS development is presented in this volume.10 One MEMS �nding by the LAO is thatMEMS atuators show sub-nanometer temporal stability as well as sub-nanometer position repeatability.1 Thisresult is promising for potential open-loop ontrol of MEMS, as it is now known that MEMS atuators willpreisely and faithfully go to a given input shape in voltage spae. Now that preision has been proven, the nextstep is to ahieve auray: to �nd a model to go from phase spae to voltage spae so that the voltage signalsent to the MEMS gives the orret phase.In order to model Boston Miromahines MEMS deformable mirrors (pitured in Figure 1), we must under-stand their design. Figure 2 illustrates the struture of two atuators. Eah pixel onsists of a wired eletrodeat the bottom and a polysilion atuator at the top. Polysilion/oxide walls separate the pixels, and the a-tuator spring is onneted via a polysilion post to the mirror surfae plate, whih is also made of polysilionand is oated in gold or aluminum. When a voltage is applied to the eletrode, the atuator is attrated bythe eletrostati fore, pulling down the mirror surfae at the post. When the voltage is released, the atuatorspring provides the restoring fore to return the mirror surfae to its original position. Bifano et al. illustratethe struture of the Boston Miromahines atuator design in greater detail, in their seond �gure.11



Figure 1. LAO photograph of a 1024-atuatorBoston Miromahines MEMS deformable mirror.The atuators are arranged on a 32x32 square gridwith 340 �m pith. A U.S. penny and entimetermeasuring tape are shown for sale. Figure 2. Fores and displaements in the MEMS deformablemirror. Two atuators are shown here, separated by polysilionwalls and onneted to the mirror with rigid polysilion posts.The mirror surfae is 1 �m thik and is oated in a gold oraluminum layer on the order of 100 �A thik. Voltage is appliedthrough wires bonded at the eletrode. The plate fore is givenby the sum of the spring and eletrostati fores.3. THE THIN PLATE EQUATIONThe ontinuous faesheet of the MEMS is supported by a grid of atuators whih in tandem deform the mirrorsurfae to a wavefront-orreting shape. The atuators themselves will have nonlinear response harateristiswith respet to applied voltages and their own internal displaements but are otherwise single-valued (i.e. non-hystereti).In this approah, taken by author K.B.W.H., we will only model the top surfae mathematially. We assumethat it an be modeled simply as a thin plate, in whih ase it deforms aording to the plate equation:12r4wz(r) = fP (r)D : (1)Note that we use the following assumptions for thin plates with small deetions taken from Timoshenko &Woinowsky-Krieger:121. There is no deformation in the middle plane of the plate. This plane remains neutral duringbending.2. Points of the plate lying initially on a normal-to-the-middle plane of the plate remain on thenormal-to-the-middle surfae of the plate after bending.3. The normal stresses in the diretion transverse to the plate an be disregarded.12The quantities in the thin plate equation are: wz = the displaement of the plate in the z-diretion (i.e. perpen-diular to the plane of the plate), fP (r) = the net fore ating on the plate, and D = the exural rigidity of theplate, given by D = h3E12(1� �2) : (2)Here, h = the thikness of the plate, E = Young's modulus of elastiity, and � = Poisson's ratio. The fourthderivative of the surfae is given in Cartesian oordinates byr4w � �4w�x4 + 2 �4w�x2�y2 + �4w�y4 : (3)



3.1. Solution to the plate equationWe assume the only plaes fores an be exerted on the plate is through the springs, and assign P = the pointload on the plate. If we model a single atuator as a irular plate with lamped edges, loaded at the enter, weonvert to ylindrial oordinates: r4w(r) � 1r ddr �r ddr �1r ddr �rdwdr ��� (4)and write the solution to the plate equation aswz(r) = P16�D h2r2 ln ra � r2 + a2i : (5)The atuator spaing is given by a. Let the fundamental solution be de�ned as � � �2r2 ln ra � r2 + a2� and letthe oeÆients whih depend on the point load be de�ned as n;m � P16�D . We then write every solution to thetop surfae as a superposition of 1024 of these fundamental solutions on a grid of 32x32 atuators, in Cartesianoordinates: w(x; y) = NXn=1 MXm=1 n;m�(x� xn; y � ym) (6)where r =p(x� xn)2 + (y � ym)2 and N and M are the number of atuators in the x and y diretions.3.2. Obtaining a matrix equation for the MEMS surfaeWe renumber the elements so that instead of a two-dimensional matrix of dimensions N by M , we have aone-dimensional matrix of dimensions N �M . This allows us to write the solution as a single sum:w(x; y) = N�MXn=1 n�(x� xn; y � yn): (7)If we disretize x and y to the same grid as the atuators, then this will be a matrix equation with [�℄k;n ��(xk � xn; yk � yn): wk = n �� (8)and therefore, inverting the fundamental solution matrix � to obtain the fores n given the surfae wk, to getn = wk � ��1: (9)Thus from a vetor wk of the displaements over eah atuator and a simple matrix inverse ��1, we an �nd thefores on the top surfae. These fores are diretly proportional to the oeÆients n.In the laboratory, a Zygo interferometer is used to measure the surfae wk . The matrix � is found by pokingone atuator and measuring its inuene funtion. A simple inversion of matrix � is determined using the IDLfuntion invert. While this proess is quite slow, it need only be done one and then the inverse of the matrix ��1an be saved as an IDL variable to be restored when needed. The oeÆients n, thus, are alulated as above,giving the fores on the plate. It remains, then, to separate the plate fores into the spring and eletrostatifores. The alibration proedures used to do this are desribed in the next setion.4. SEPARATING THE SPRING AND ELECTROSTATIC FORCESIn the previous setion we went from the solution of the thin plate equation to the oeÆients n, whih areproportional to the fores. Now we must look at separating the fores on the plate fP into the spring fS andeletrostati fE fores. The fore balane in eah atuator is given byfP (v; w) = fS(w) + fE(v; w) (10)where v denotes voltage and shows that the plate and eletrostati fores are a funtion of voltage v anddisplaement w, while the spring fore is a funtion of displaement only.



4.1. Spring foreTo �rst �nd the spring fore alone, a alibration experiment is done in whih a 3x3 array of atuators are initiallyset to 0 V. A Zygo interferometer was used to obtain the MEMS measurements. If voltage is applied to the outeratuators only, while the entral atuator is left at 0 V, any subsequent displaement of the entral atuatorwill be due to the spring fore alone, as the entral atuator's eletrostati fore is known to be 0 when 0 V areapplied: fS(w) = FP (0; w)� fE(0; w) = FP (0; w): (11)Thus, the displaement of the entral atuator is measured as the surrounding atuators are stepped down involtage. Figure 3 illustrates, in an over-simpli�ed and greatly exaggerated manner, this priniple.

Figure 3. Simpli�ed and exaggerated illustration of the priniple behind spring-fore alibration. A 3x3 array of atuatorsis tested. The entral atuator is left at 0 V while the surrounding atuators are pulled down. Any displaement seen atthe entral atuator, therefore, is due to the spring fore alone.The atual experiment was done with the entral atuator at 0 V and a rim of three atuators wide surroundingit set to varying voltages. The voltages of the surrounding atuators was stepped by inrements of 5 V, from0 V to 190 V. The measurements of the surfae with the Zygo interferometer were then input into the previouslydesribed matrix method to derive the fores. As a result of this alibration proedure, the spring fore on theentral atuator ould be plotted against displaement. Figure 4a plots the relation found. Thus the spring forehas been obtained alone, separated from the eletrostati fore.4.2. Eletrostati foreThe next step is to inlude the eletrostati fore: the experiment was repeated, but with the variable of voltageon the entral atuator also being hanged. That is, the entral atuator was set to one voltage and the rim ofthree atuators surrounding the entral atuator was stepped in 5 V inrements up to 190 V, and then the voltageon the entral atuator was stepped up one inrement and the surrounding atuators were again inremented upto 190 V. In this way all possible ombinations of these two voltages were stepped through and measured with theZygo interferometer. The fores were again obtained using the plate equation matrix method. Figure 4b showsthe results of this alibration. Thus we obtained, through the above desribed methods, a matrix ontaining allof the physially realizable ombinations of eletrostati fore and spring fore.Note that in Figure 4b the z-axis "voltage on neighbors" shows remarkably little variation (and is heneompressed along that axis with the mean as the line and the range as the error bars in Figure 4). This meansthat we found the eletrostati fore to be largely independent of displaement. The eletrostati fore seems,rather, to be only a funtion of the applied voltage on that partiular atuator|the position of the neighborshas little e�et. This was a surprising result, but one must note we have only tested one MEMS devie so far.The faesheet of this partiular devie may have a sti�ness suh that the superposition of the inuene funtionsfrom neighboring atuators is negligible. These alibration proedures would have to be run for other devies todetermine the relative importane of the fores.



(a) (b) ()Figure 4. Resulting look-up tables from alibration proedure, for a representative atuator. (a) Plot of the spring foreas a funtion of displaement for the entral atuator. The fore units are given as approximate �N beause the exuralrigidity D of polysilion is only determined to within 20%. The roughness of the units is insigni�ant as the fores arealibrated relative to the measurements. (b) Plot of the spring fore (via voltage on neighbors as in Figure 4a) againstplate fore against voltage on entral atuator. () If we ompress Figure 4b along the z-axis ("voltage on neighbors") bytaking the average and using the range as error bars, we get the �gure shown here.5. LABORATORY RESULTS OF OPEN-LOOP SHAPE APPLICATIONAs our goal is to implement a suessful open-loop MEMSmodel, we took the matrix solution to the plate equationombined with the displaement-to-voltage look-up tables reated in the alibration proess, and applied shapesto the MEMS using these tools. An arbitrary shape was reated in phase spae, the voltages were alulatedusing the look-up tables, and the result was applied to the MEMS. The Zygo interferometer was used to measurethe shape, and then the residuals were found by omparing to the original desired shape. The omparison is nota trivial task as shifting, saling, and rotation are introdued between the Zygo data and the IDL arrays.5.1. Experimental dataWe reated a sinusoid of 600 nm peak-to-valley and wavelength 9 atuators and applied it to the MEMS. Themeasured sinusoid had a peak-to-valley of 550 nm and the residuals had a peak-to-valley of 85 nm and an rmsof 16 nm. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5. While the residual error is satisfatorily low foran early run of the model, the struture in the residual image points to orretions that must be implemented inthe ode. Vertial features are likely reminisent of shift error between the desired and measured sinusoids, whilethe darkest band at right reets the systemati amplitude shortoming of the model. The same experiment wasrepeated for a gaussian of input height 390 nm and FWHM 56 nm (see Figure 6). Finally, a Kolmogorov phasesreen was applied to the MEMS (see Figure 7).5.2. Disussion of resultsThe amplitude error reeted in Figures 5{7 is systemati and an be seen in greater detail by drawing a line-outthrough the desired and measured shapes. This is shown in Figure 8. To remedy this in the future, we areworking on better alibration when aligning the Zygo data and the IDL arrays, and better shift and registration.Another soure of this error ould be ompressing the three-dimensional look-up table (Figure 4b) into the two-dimensional look-up table of voltage on entral atuator and plate fore only (Figure 4). Note that the errorbars are greater at higher voltage. This will be investigated as a possible soure of the amplitude systematis.We hope, with improvements to the ode, to redue the residual error and address the systemati e�ets.



(a) (b) ()Figure 5. Open-loop experiment with sinusoid shape appliation. (a) Input sinusoid: peak-to-valley 600 nm. (b)Measured sinusoid: peak-to-valley 550 nm. () Residuals: peak-to-valley 85 nm and rms 16 nm.

(a) (b) ()Figure 6. Open-loop experiment with gaussian shape appliation. (a) Input gaussian: peak-to-valley 390 nm and FWHM56 nm. (b) Measured gaussian: peak-to-valley 370 nm. () Residuals: peak-to-valley 140 nm and rms 12 nm.

(a) (b) ()Figure 7. Open-loop experiment with Kolmogorov atmosphere shape appliation. (a) Input Kolmogorov: peak-to-valley540 nm. (b) Measured Kolmogorov: peak-to-valley 480 nm. () Residuals: peak-to-valley 99 nm and rms 16 nm.6. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR OPEN-LOOP AO6.1. Real-time ontrolThe MEMS phase-to-voltage proedure desribed here is in its experimental stage in the LAO. Our open-loopmethod is fast beause the real-time omputations involved are simple look-up table proesses. Eah atuator



(a) (b) ()Figure 8. Comparison of line-outs for eah open-loop shape appliation experiment. Dashed line: desired shape. Solidline: measured shape. (a) Sinusoid experiment. (b) Gaussian experiment. () Kolmogorov experiment.look-up is independent of every other, so the method would bene�t greatly from parallelization. There are threelook-ups per atuator, and one look-up generally takes about one "op." Thus, on a dediated proessor, weexpet to be able to use this method in real-time.6.2. Wavefront sensingOpen-loop wavefront sensing is nontrivial as extensive linearity alibrations are required to report wavefrontslopes over a large dynami range with high auray. Author S.M.A. is atively involved in pursuing this aspetof open-loop ontrol on the multi-objet adaptive optis (MOAO) testbed in the LAO. This work oupled withthe MEMS modeling work will enable the LAO team to assemble a full open-loop AO orretion system in thenear future. 7. ON-SKY TESTINGThe open-loop MEMS ontrol method desribed in this paper will be tested on-sky in this year. We are developinga prototype AO system for the 1-meter Nikel telesope at Lik Observatory. This projet is alled ViLLaGeS(Visible Light Laser Guide Star System) and author D.T.G. is the Prinipal Investigator. ViLLaGeS will bea visible-light MEMS-based AO system. Key tehnologies to be tested on-sky inlude MEMS performane,open-loop MEMS ontrol, and laser uplink. Lik Observatory has a strong history of initiating progressive AOtehnologies, suh as the AO system developed for the 3-meter Shane telesope.13 With ViLLaGeS we willontinue that tradition to path-�nd for future advaned wavefront-orretion instruments.8. APPLICATIONS FOR OPEN-LOOP MEMS CONTROLThere are many possible appliations for open-loop adaptive optis. Example systems that may require open-loop ontrol are any sheme where the signal is too low to split the beam or where the orretion is needed toorarely to warrant the omplexity of a seond path. MEMS deformable mirrors an provide the solution to thesemyriad advaned wavefront-orretion problems.Having a well-understood DM model an also bene�t traditional losed-loop AO systems beause fasterlosing of the loop an potentially redue bandwidth error. Additionally, several dual-mirror AO systems arebeing developed with a high-stroke "woofer" DM to remove the low-frequeny aberrations and a lower-stroke buthigher-atuator-ount "tweeter" DM to remove the high-frequeny aberrations.14 These woofer/tweeter systemswill also bene�t from a well-understood DM model, as ross-talk errors may be addressed if at least one of theDMs behaves in a well-modeled fashion.One open-loop appliation is multi-objet adaptive optis (MOAO). The IRMOS near-infrared multi-objetspetrograph for the Thirty Meter Telesope is onsidered with a MOAO system.15 In this design, a onstellationof laser guide stars will illuminate the atmosphere above the telesope, with a wavefront sensor for eah guidestar. Tomography will be used to reonstrut the three-dimensional phase volume. Meanwhile, an array of
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